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Abbreviations 
 

 

Abbreviation Meaning 

BAU Business as Usual 

CBA Cost Benefit Analysis 

CBs Circuit Breakers 

DNO Distribution Network Operator 

DNV Distribution Network Visibility 

EPN Eastern Power Networks plc 

ETI External Trip Input 

EV Electric Vehicle 

FUN-LV Flexible Urban Networks – Low Voltage 

GB Great Britain 

HV High Voltage 

LBSs Link Box Switches 

LCT Low Carbon Technology 

LPN London Power Networks plc 

LV Low Voltage 

M1-3 FUN-LV Methods 1-3 

NPV Net Present Value 

PED Power Electronics Device 

PI OSIsoft PI data historian 

RES Radially Embedded Substation 

SDRC Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 

SOP Soft Open Point (Methods 2 and 3) 

SPN South Eastern Power Networks plc 

TPS Turbo Power Systems 

TRL Technology Readiness Level 
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1.  Project Background 
 

Efforts to decarbonise energy generation, heat and transport will place increasing demands on distribution networks, 

particularly so for the low voltage (LV) networks closest to our customers.  DNOs have the obligation of supplying 

customers their electricity demand, within tightly defined voltage limits which consumer electronics have been designed 

to expect, and at a suitable quality (harmonics, sags, swells and flicker). Analysis carried out by Imperial College to 

support UK Power Networks’ RIIO-ED1 business plan predicted an increasing trend of voltage issues and demand 

rises that could overload transformers and underground cables, requiring £132.6m of network reinforcement during the 

RIIO-ED1 period if reinforced by conventional means.  

 

Meshed networks were identified as offering one potential part of the answer. In meshed networks, customers are 

supplied by two or more independent routes through the LV network, with the result that their demand can be shared 

across substations reducing heavily loaded assets, voltage fluctuations tend to be suppressed, losses are reduced, 

and customers benefit from in-built resilience to high voltage (HV) network faults.  

 

The overarching aim of the Flexible Urban Networks – Low Voltage (FUN-LV) project was to explore the use of power 

electronics to enable the deferment of reinforcement and facilitate the connection of low carbon technologies and 

distributed generation in urban areas. This was achieved by meshing existing networks, which are not meshed, and by 

breaking down boundaries within existing meshed networks.  

 

The three core objectives of the project were to:  
1. Demonstrate the optimisation of capacity on the LV network closest to customers.  This would aim to 

accommodate the forecasted growth in electric vehicle charging, heat pumps and microgeneration on existing 

connections by making the network more flexible and resilient through capacity sharing between substations;  

2. Enable improvement in the connection offer process (both in terms of time & cost) in urban areas with increased 

knowledge of the best connection points.  Power electronics allow the management of network constraints 

such as voltage, power flow and fault current to accommodate connections; and  

3. Advance the sector debate on future network architecture by evaluation and learning dissemination in terms 

of financial learning, benefits and architecture of the demonstrated power electronics applications on different 

network architectures and by providing network configuration control in combination with remote switching.  

 

The intention was that this would allow DNOs to:  
• Defer and reduce the need for network reinforcement by making use of neighbouring substations with spare 

capacity;  

• Control fault levels on the network through the use of power electronics and thereby mesh the network whilst 

protecting assets;  

• Control voltage to ensure continued compliance with standards and reduce losses; and 

• Collect granular information on the performance of the LV network.  

 

Wider benefits were also expected to result from successful demonstration of power electronics for customers, both 

for UK Power Networks and across Great Britain due to its replicability. Specifically, the project would:  
• Assist UK Power Networks in delivering the LV reinforcement committed to in its RIIO-ED1 business plan by 

deploying this and other solutions;  

• Enable savings against LV reinforcement budgets in the other DNOs’ RIIO-ED1 business plans;  

• Reduce the financial risk for customers and DNOs caused by the uncertainty in volume, timing and location of 

the low carbon transition;  

• Provide a network upgrade option with fewer logistical and disruption issues for customers (e.g. reduced 

carriageway works and road closures); and  

• Provide capacity in a shorter timescale for new connections and reconnection following building 

redevelopment.  
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The project stages were:  
• Monitoring of candidate LV networks and identification of network issues;  

• Identification of how these networks would conventionally have been reinforced;  

• Identification of where power electronics solutions can be used to address network issues; and 

• Deployment and evaluation of power electronics applications in LV networks, compared to conventional 

reinforcement. 

 

The project evaluated the relative benefits which power electronics can provide:  

• Acting as ‘soft open points’ (SOP) between distribution substations for capacity sharing and which, like a tap, 

can be fully open, fully closed, or at a setting between these limits;  

• Controlling voltage on LV networks; and  

• Controlling fault level. 

 

The Flexible Urban Network – Low Voltage ran between January 2014 and December 2016 and had a total project 

budget of £8.8m. 
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2.  Executive summary 
 
In January 2014 the FUN-LV project was established to tackle the challenge of using assets more effectively by 
releasing stranding capacity in LV networks and by doing so reducing the costs to customers for a more advanced, 
flexible system. 
 
The project was awarded £6.53m from the Low Carbon Network Fund as a contribution towards the £8.8m project 
budget with the remaining budget covered through contributions from UK Power Networks and the project partners. 
The project partners were; GE Grid Solutions, Imperial Consultants, Ricardo Energy and Environment, CGI, and project 
suppliers; EA Technology and Turbo Power Systems.  

2.1 Scope and Objectives 

The aim of the project was to demonstrate the functionality of PEDs that could be implemented in future LV networks. 

This functionality would provide the necessary tools for DNOs to defer network reinforcement and facilitate the 

connection of low carbon technologies in urban areas, by meshing existing networks, which are not meshed, and by 

breaking down boundaries within existing meshed networks. The project concluded objectives on releasing spare 

capacity from neighbouring substations, controlling fault level, acquiring detailed LV network data, reducing disruption 

through street works and improving connection offers. 

 

The project trial area covered networks in the London and Brighton areas, including both radial and meshed networks. 

Three methods were used across 36 different sites (12 of each method) and included remote circuit breakers (M1), link 

box switches and back-to-back power inverters (M2 and M3).  

2.2 Project Outcomes 

Each of the three FUN-LV methods was proven successful in sharing capacity between neighbouring substations. 

Utilising a large number of deployed sites, the project was able to test and demonstrate the devices in a variety of 

environments and network configurations. This in turn lead to further learning, enhancements and optimisation of the 

devices as well as providing evidence for where specific benefits were most well recognised.  

2.3 Project Performance  

The project was successful in proving first-of-kind technologies and advancing tools available to DNOs in facilitating 

solutions to a changing LV network. All six SDRC reports were completed to a high standard satisfying all the criteria 

as listed in the full submission bid and on time, as the amended Project Direction. The performance against aims, 

objective and SDRCs is summarised in Section 5. 

2.4 Project Learning 

The learning from the project covered an array of areas from appreciating complexity and time constraints that 

accompany undergoing broad contract negotiations, detailed design testing to the detailed planning required for site 

selection. The project acquired a significant degree of learning through the development of the tools necessary to 

facilitate the control and communication architecture for the methods. The business case for power electronics has 

been proven through demonstration of deferring conventional reinforcement and providing timely LCT connections. In 

addition, the project recognised additional benefits will be realised in future low carbon scenarios and subsequent 

generations of the technology.  

2.5 Method Learning 

Installing such power electronic devices on LV networks for the first time incurred a number of unforeseen challenges 

in relation to network sensitivity, communications and the effects of heating. For example, the challenges put in place 

to prevent overloading of transformers and underground cables e.g. asset guarding, required careful consideration of 

the threshold settings applied in the control algorithm. In addition, on previously radial networks without an air circuit 

breaker between the distribution board and the transformer, these sites required an additional protection device to 

prevent reverse power flow from the simple LV interconnected network in the event of a HV fault or transformer fault.  

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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The installation of devices across a variety of networks also presented learning in understanding the compatibility of 

solutions under specific network environments, such as the different levels of capacity sharing on networks with 

distributed or point loads. 

  
The communications architecture and various LV network monitoring solutions provided the opportunity to investigate 
more appropriate means of machine-to-machine communication and tools to improve visualisation for operational and 
analytical purposes. In particular, the use of iHost facilitated the transfer of network data between the remote 
substations, the PED and the control system. 
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3.  Details of the Work Carried Out 

3.1 Equipment and Tools developed 

The FUN-LV project trials demonstrated three different methods with increasing levels of capacity sharing functionality. 
Method 1 (M1) used remote control Circuit Breakers and Link Box Switches developed by TE Connectivity and supplied 
under licence by EA Technology Ltd, these are illustrated in Figure 1. The Link Box Switch replaces a solid link in the 
link box. This equipment joins substations together providing uncontrolled levels of current flow. 
 
This equipment was already approved for use on the LV network.  However, joining two radial circuits required an 
additional tripping unit, which monitored reverse power flow through the transformer, to send a trip signal to the circuit 
breakers should a HV fault or transformer fault occur to prevent continued fault current flow from the donor circuit. 
 

Figure 1 - M1: CBs & LBSs 

    
 
Method 2 (M2) and Method 3 (M3) consist of two or three back-to-back power inverters, respectively, with a common 
DC busbar and are illustrated in illustrated in Figure 2. The inverters were controlled by an autonomous control system 
(developed by project partner Imperial College London) that takes measurements from various points in the system 
and calculates the level of power flow required across the DC busbar. Each inverter is able to import or export real and 
reactive power between different AC LV networks and the DC busbar, dependent on how the inverter is switched. M1 
and M3 are installed within distribution substations whereas M2 is installed as a piece of street furniture. 
 
This power electronics equipment was tested at the Power Networks Demonstration Centre (PNDC) near 
Cumbernauld.  The tests showed that the equipment was safe to connect to the distribution network.  For example, 
when a LV fault was applied to the network the PED control system stopped capacity transfer before fuses operated.  
The PNDC test report forms part of SDRC 9.4 – Overview Report. 
 

Figure 2 – M2: Dual-terminal PED (left) and M3: Multi-terminal PED (right) 
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The LV monitoring equipment was selected through a competitive tender using the previous LV sensor evaluation 
project as selection criteria.  Nortech’s iHost was used to collect the data from GMC iProsys LV monitors.  Each monitor 
collects busbar voltage, transformer demand and donor circuit current.  These values were used to determine the level 
of capacity sharing and other PED functions.  
 
An autonomous control algorithm was developed by Imperial Consultants for use on M2 and M3 inverters. This 
algorithm uses measurements from both the SOP ports and the remote ends of the circuits connecting the device to 
the distribution network to determine the power flow required across the DC busbar. The SOP algorithm can operate 
in several modes depending on the operator’s selection and assessment of network conditions: 

• Real Power Transfer;  
• Voltage Support; 
• Reactive Support; and 
• Unbalance Support. 

 
Further to the hardware, three IT systems were enhanced during the project, namely, DPlan, PowerOn and a 
Visualisation dashboard application.   
 
During the project, a full single line and three phase LV world was developed in PowerOn Fusion, this demonstrated 
the first system of its kind in GB to be commissioned in a DNO control centre.  This LV distribution diagram enabled 
the installed equipment to be monitored, controlled and facilitated various modes of operation in the trials to be carried 
out. In addition, a distribution power flow analysis component called DPF was enhanced to allow control engineers to 
analyse what happened when an alarm or event took place. They are also able to carry out “what if” analysis using 
forecasted or historic profiles.  
 
DPlan has been designed for distribution planners to study reinforcement scenarios, which include the network drivers 
for implementation for FUN-LV methods. With this tool, different network configurations can be studied. These studies 
would be in greater detail than those carried out by the control engineer using DPF. During the course of the FUN-LV 
project, the project contributed to specifying the functional requirements of a unified network modelling tool including 
unbalanced three phase meshed power flow analysis. The enhanced tool underwent user acceptance testing with 
distribution planners and was demonstrated during a two day training session. The training covered FUN-LV method 
functionality, network editing, basic network analysis and advanced network analysis. Consequently, the business 
selected DPlan as the preferred network analysis tool to carry out HV and LV distribution planning activities. 
 
The development of a visualisation tool for the field trials data was also completed. The requirement for this tool was 
driven by the need to:  

 Collate data together from the various sources (iHost and the existing UK Power Networks data historian, PI) 
so that they can be assessed via one dashboard;  

 Provide tailored dashboards to visualise the status and performance of the equipment quickly and in a useful 
format; and  

 Provide tailored visualisations for the project to support the analysis and to associate a range of key data types 
with each scheme, which were vital to the analysis within FUN-LV.  

 
The details of all three IT developments are contained in SDRC 9.3 – Overview Report. 

3.2 Trialling of the project methods 

The FUN-LV methods were trialled in 36 installations in London and Brighton. Twelve installations of each of the three 

methods was demonstrated across three different network types: 
1. London Radial LV networks 

2. London Interconnected LV networks 

3. Brighton Radial LV networks.  

 

54% of London sites are equipped with Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), which at a minimum provide load (kW, kVA, 

kVAr), 3-phase voltages and currents, power factor and substation air temperature data, whereas RTUs in central 

Brighton only have standard 11kV switching functionality. As such an alternative method of establishing transformer 
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utilisation and load profile type for the Brighton sites, based on half hourly temperature measurements within 

substations, was used. 

 

Trial sites were selected using with the Distribution Network Visibility tool (see SDRC 9.1 – Appendix B) where pairs 

and triplets of substations on radial networks consideration had the potential to demonstrate load sharing capabilities, 

and:  

 At least one of the selected sites was heavily loaded; or  

 The substations exhibited different times of peak and minimum loading (different load profile types, e.g. 

residential, commercial, industrial). 

 

Once substations suitable met the network criteria, a number of aspects were identified for additional consideration in 

the overall site selection: 
1. Network boundaries: M1 can only cross HV feeder boundaries fed from the same busbar; M1 circuits cannot 

cross primary substation, group or busbar boundaries) since this would bypass bus-section and bus-coupler 

circuit breakers and/or create circulating currents between primary substations. However, M2 and 3 sites can 

cross all network boundaries.  

2. Identification of LV circuits that can be used to connect the substations that are suitable in terms of the route 

geographies, ratings, type, etc. 

3. Determination of the geographical distance between the substations, as it would not be practical to connect 

substations too far apart due to high levels of voltage drop and losses.  

4. Logistical and Environmental considerations: such as the available space within the identified substations or 

pavements, access routes, any disruption to local residents. 

 

Site selection for interconnected networks was filtered in a similar manner, although as a degree of meshing is already 

present, zones with significant opportunity to release capacity by equalisation were targeted, including: 

 Network boundaries;  

 Positions of normal open points on LV spine circuits and between LV blocks;  

 Radial Embedded Substations (those where the LV circuits are not interconnected to the surrounding network 

in normal circumstances);  

 Heavily and lightly loaded substations; and  

 Larger substations and LV only sites with potential space for 3-port PEDs.  

 

Following initial suitable site identification, detailed site surveys were undertaken and engagement with the various City 

and Borough councils were completed. Various challenges were encountered during the surveys and planning stages 

which required revising the locations of selected sites. Examples of the challenges included: 

 Not being possible to transfer the equipment into position through the access route due to the footway being 

owned by local residents and not forming part of the highway;  

 Notification of works letters and permit requests for the installation of M2 equipment as street furniture; 

 Building arrangements that prevented sufficient ventilation for the M3 equipment; and 

 Poor ground conditions, such as the presence of coal holes, were identified through excavating trials holes 

precluded the M2 installation. 

 
Following the installation phase, a trials plan was created and maintained to track the progress of the trials.  The trials 
plan detailed the status of each trial scheme including planned and historic modes of operation. This record provided 
a feedback loop that was regularly reviewed to better understand the operational state and scheduling different 
operational modes across the trial schemes.   
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3.3 Analysis of the trial data 

Overall the FUN-LV methods have demonstrated the capabilities envisaged at the project inception; a primary benefit 

of transformer equalisation and secondary benefits relating to the ability to improve and/or control supply quality 

parameters such as voltage and power factor.  The analysis has also led to important learning, including: 

 A better understanding of the key aspects for identifying whether a FUN-LV solution would be recommended 

for installation at a particular site; 

 Recommendations for improvement in the SOP control algorithm and settings;  and 

 Wider network opportunities (rather than only considering individual sites) for voltage optimisation. 

 

Following the trials, the data for each scheme was downloaded, processed and analysed to assess the level of 

equalisation taking place. The performance of the sites has been analysed in detail for ten case study schemes, and 

the key findings and lessons are summarised in SDRC 9.5 – Overview Report. 

 

M1 site equalisation performance was found to be significantly affected by the configuration of the network. One 
scheme had a negative impact, as a highly loaded substation became more loaded as the power flow is a function of 
the branch impedances and is not controlled.  
 

A Cost Benefit Analysis was performed using the outcome of the field trial data, a summary is mentioned in Section 8 

and more detailed results are shown in the SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report. This identified that the FUN-LV methods 
offer a long list of potential benefits for a DNO looking to reduce reinforcement costs, connect new customers more 
efficiently and address various technical challenges, such as managing voltage and reducing phase unbalance. The 
extent to which each of these benefits can be realised will depend on the network characteristics of the network being 
considered. Nevertheless, focusing only on the benefit of headroom creation and reinforcement deferral it is estimated 
that there will be a considerable volume of cases in which a FUN-LV method is preferable to the conventional options. 
This capacity focused approach should be seen as a conservative case that justifies developing the methods further, 
but the full value is not expected to emerge until the DNO needs to accommodate the large volumes of EVs and other 
LCTs that are expected to connect to the distribution network in the near future. 
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4.  The Outcomes of the Project 
 
The project was successful in demonstrating the three core objectives: 

1. Optimise capacity on the LV network closest to customers to accommodate the forecasted growth in electric 
vehicle charging, heat pumps and micro-generation on existing connections by making the LV network more flexible 
and resilient through capacity sharing between substations; 

The project was able to demonstrate optimising capacity across the trial sites by equalising the load between 
neighbouring substations, for example at Loughborough Park trial scheme 2.4r, the utilisation was 78% at substation 
A and 20% at substation B prior to using the methods and was 50% at substation A and 48% at substation B following 
load equalisation. The deadband was developed with the load equalisation algorithm such to bring the substation 
utilisations within 10% of one another and to avoid minimal power transfers and consequential losses.   

2. Improve connection offers (time & cost) in urban areas by knowing where best to connect, and by managing 
voltage, power flows and fault current through the use of power electronics; 

The project deployed LV monitoring and the enhanced the DPlan modelling tool to perform load flow studies using 
PEDs and their various modes and load profile data from secondary substations. These studies allowed planners to 
predict the expected behaviour of the methods. Upon completing these studies, it is possible to rapidly deploy methods 
in an order of weeks. In the event of using these methods to facilitate a connection request, they would provide a timely 
offer and an alternative to traditional reinforcement connection costs. Once deployed, the LV monitoring validated the 
modelling and therefore improved the visibility of connection requests impacting distribution networks. 

3. Advance the future network architecture debate for the sector by evaluation and learning dissemination in 
terms of financial learning, benefits and architecture of the power electronics applications on different networks  and 
by providing network configuration control in combination with remote switching. 

The project explored the use of PEDs in the context of network configurations including radial, meshed and radially 
embedded substations as well as different load distributions. Each of the methods were programmed with autonomous 
switching functionality, which could be monitored and operated remotely by the control engineers using an enhanced 
PowerOn control system. The results of the various trials showed how benefits could be effectively realised across 
these networks as shown in SDRC 9.6.  

SDRC 9.5 illustrated that UK Power Networks and other DNOs would be able to: 

 Delay and reduce the need for network reinforcement by making use of neighbouring substations with spare 

capacity; 

 Control fault levels on the network through the use of power electronics and thereby mesh the network whilst 

protecting assets; 

 Control voltage to ensure continued compliance with standards and reduce losses; and 

 Collect higher information granularity  on the performance of the LV network. 

 

The project: 

 Monitored candidate LV networks and identify network issues; 

 Identified how these networks would conventionally have been reinforced; 

 Identified where power electronics solutions can be used to address network issues; and 

 Deployed and evaluated power electronics applications in LV networks, compared to conventional 

reinforcement. 

 

The prototypes of each method were tested at the PNDC before they were approved for connection to the distribution 

network.  The FUN-LV project showed that the different methods provided different levels of capacity sharing between 

substations on various distribution networks.  SDRC 9.5 provides details of ten selected trial schemes and, with the 

exception of one, all did improve the capacity headroom at substations.  Scheme 1.7, the exception, emphasised the 

need to carry out a robust network assessment before the technology is deployed.  Load profile data from UK Power 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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Networks’ PI database was transferred to DPlan, a planning tool with LV network models, which was used to assess 

the likely benefits to be realised. 

 

Having 12 trial schemes of each method allowed the project to investigate a number of environments – residential, 

commercial, seaside (corrosive effect – salt air impact).  The PED functional specifications drafted at the beginning of 

the project required updating based on the learning of the trials contained in SDRC 9.5.  For example, the device needs 

the acoustic noise to be reduced so that it doesn’t annoy nearby residents.  The sources of noise are the switching 

frequency of the power electronics and the fans providing the cooling. 

 

The project engaged with several councils to understand their concerns about installing the PEDs in city centre built 

environments.  Westminster City Council has a policy of clearing pavements and protecting metropolitan views.  The 

Council’s Public Realm Advisory Group were consulted.  The outcome was that all the installations were accepted as 

a statutory undertaking for generation, transmission or supply of electricity as laid out in the General Permitted 

Development Order. 

 

In older built environments trial holes had to be excavated as coal holes and other cavities beneath the footway would 

prevent the safe installation of the M2 PED which weighs 800kg.  Where cavities were found alternative locations had 

to be identified.  Consideration of using the vaults (coal holes and other cavities beneath the footway) to accommodate 

the M2 PED was considered too expensive as alternative heat transfer facilities would have needed to be developed. 

 

At the start of the project, the PED had only been discussed in academic papers and concepts trialled on laboratory 

benches.  The trial PEDs were allocated a low TRL of 3 or 4.  Towards the end of the project, this had risen to 5 or 6.  

Second generation PEDs based on the lessons learnt during the trials would become 7 or 8. 

 

 

  

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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5.  Performance compared to the original Project aims, objectives and SDRC 

5.1 Project Aims 

The project was able to satisfy all of its original aims and objectives as listed in the full submission bid and summarised 
in this section.  
 

Project aim Evidence Status 

The overarching aim of this project is to explore the 
use of power electronics to enable the deferment of 
reinforcement and facilitate the connection of low 
carbon technologies and distributed generation in 
urban areas, by meshing existing networks, which 
are not meshed, and by breaking down boundaries 
within existing meshed networks. 

The project deployed power electronics in three 

different methods as evidenced in SDRC 9.2 and 

SDRC 9.4. These demonstrated on the live 

distribution network the necessary functionality to 

defer reinforcement and connect low carbon 

technologies including distributed generation. The 

methods were used to create new meshed 

networks and also join together existing meshed 

network groups across feeder, busbar and 

primary substation boundaries. 

 

Networks can only be targeted for the application of 
these solutions after first integrating a number of 
existing data sources within the DNO. The project 
will demonstrate this and will provide the necessary 
models and templates which will be needed by 
other DNOs to replicate the work. 

The site selection of these solutions required 
collating data from a number of operational and 
planning sources including PI, Netmap and 
PowerOn connectivity. In additional the DNV 
application, developed as part of a IFI project, was 
used to identify suitable trial schemes. 

The integration of data from various systems is 
described in the SDRC 9.3 – Overview Report, 
including use of local/remote LV monitoring, 
modelling tools and the data historian. 

 

The aim of the power electronics trials is to 
demonstrate that capacity can be released and test 
the financial business case for deploying PEDs. 

The trials were able to prove that capacity can be 
released between substations for all three 
methods, this is illustrated in SDRC 9.5 – 
Overview Report. A central business case was 
developed as well as sensitivities and this is 
described in SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report. 

 

5.2 Project Objectives 

Project Objective Evidence Status 

Optimise capacity on the LV network closest to 
customers  

The load balancing effect witnessed on all three 

methods demonstrated an optimisation of 

available capacity on the LV network.   

Improve connection offers (time & cost) in urban 
areas  

Each of the methods were deployable in an order 
of days as opposed to several weeks which is the 
case for conventional reinforcement for 
connections. Using the tools, it was possible to 
plan the suitable location for devices and the 
devices were able to manage voltage, power flow 
and fault current. The solutions have 
demonstrated options to improve connection costs 
in urban areas, these cases are described in 
SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report. 
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Project Objective Evidence Status 

Advance the future network architecture debate for 
the sector  
 

The project evaluated the financial learning and 
benefits across a variety of different network 
architectures in the trials. In particular, the effects 
of load distribution on M1 deployments are 
discussed in the Network Architecture Report. 

 

Delay and reduce the need for network 
reinforcement by making use of neighbouring 
substations with spare capacity 

The methods have released spare capacity that 
would allow the deferral of network reinforcement. 
This spare capacity could ultimately either reduce 
the need for or defer the requirement for 
reinforcement depending on the rate of load 
growth. For example, in low load growth scenarios 
this extends the deferral period or negates the 
requirement for traditional reinforcement. 

 

Control fault levels on the network through the use 
of power electronics and thereby mesh the network 
whilst protecting assets 

The M2 and M3 devices are able to constrain fault 
current as they do not allow current to be 
conducted other than what is instructed. This 
functionality was especially significant in 
interconnected networks, where the devices were 
implemented on radial embedded substations. 

 

Control voltage to ensure continued compliance 
with standards and reduce losses 

The M2 and M3 devices have voltage support as 
one of the enhanced modes of operation. This 
was proven to be successful and further 
improvements to the algorithm have been 
specified in the SOP Algorithm Future 
Development report. 

The effect on losses was estimated via DPlan, 
and was found to be less than expected, with 
some adverse impacts incurred by the PED. In the 
cases studied the reduced transformer losses 
were largely cancelled out by increased cable 
losses (as the voltage profile is raised by 
meshing). 

 

Collect more granular information on the 
performance of the LV network 

The combination of remote and local LV 
monitoring has provided individual feeder 
information not previously recorded, including 
current, voltage, real and reactive power. 

 

Assist UK Power Networks to deliver LV 
reinforcement committed to in its RIIO-ED1 
business plan by deploying this and other solutions 

The methods demonstrated as part of the FUN-LV 
project are being integrated into the toolbox of 
solutions in the distribution planning teams. The 
M1 circuit breakers have already been approved 
for use on the LV network. 

 

Enable savings against the estimated £500m of LV 
reinforcement in the other DNOs’ RIIO-ED1 
business plans 

The potential savings for a UKPN wide and GB 
wide rollout are detailed in SDRC 9.6 – Overview 
Report.  

Reduce the financial risk for customers and DNOs 
caused by the uncertainty in volume, timing and 
location of the low carbon transition 

Details of the financial benefits of deploying the 
flexible methods in FUN-LV are summarised 
through a number of case studies in the Option 
Value Report. 
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Project Objective Evidence Status 

Provide a network upgrade option with fewer 
logistical and disruption issues for customers (e.g. 
reduced carriageway works and road closures) 

The conventional network upgrade options for 
many of the FUN-LV trial sites highlighted 
logistical and disruption issues that would have 
higher cost and increased time implications on 
facilitating future connections. Examples of such 
schemes are evident in the case studies 
contained in SDRC 9.1 – Appendix A. 

 

Provide capacity in a shorter timescale for new 
connections and reconnection following building 
redevelopment 

The methods were deployable in an order of days 
from manufacture and can be redeployed flexibly 
to suit temporary connection requirements.  

The project will evaluate the relative benefits the 
various functions power electronics can provide:  

 Acting as ‘soft open points’ (SOP) between 
distribution substations for capacity sharing and 
which, like a tap, can be fully open, fully closed, 
or at a setting between these limits;  

 Controlling voltage on LV networks; and 

 Controlling fault level. 

The relative benefits of the SOP functions 
including capacity sharing, voltage control and 
fault level have been summarised in SDRC 9.6 – 
Overview Report and SDRC 9.5 – Appendix C. 

 

 

5.3 Project Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 

The FUN-LV project successfully delivered all SDRC commitments outlined in the bid submission to a high quality and 
on time, as per the final Project Direction.  The SDRC 9.4 was approved for a change request extension of three months 
and also delivered all outputs to a high standard. This additional time was required due to issues with the delivery of 
the M2 cabinets and LV monitoring equipment, alternative options were investigated and several meetings were held 
to inform Ofgem resulting in the approved change request.  The table shown in Appendix B – Successful Delivery 
Reward Criteria contains the criteria met for each SDRC and detailed matrices of the evidence can be found in the 
individual SDRC overview reports. 
 
  

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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6.  Required modifications to the planned approach during the course of the Project 

6.1  Method Equipment 

 The supplier for the M1 equipment was initially to be TE Connectivity, however, this supplier expressed they 

no longer wished to supply the product. Therefore, it was necessary for the supply license to be transferred to 

EA Technology to continue the development and manufacture of equipment. 

 The supply of the M2, pavement situated PED, was initially to be delivered by the Power Electronics Centre 

division of Alstom, this aligned with having different suppliers for each method. However, as Alstom could not 

deliver such bespoke solution within the timescales of the project it was necessary to reallocate the design and 

production to TPS. 

 The supply of LV monitoring, was initially to be delivered by Ormazabal however following testing it was 

indicated that the desired product would not be suitable for use in the timescales of the trial, therefore the 

project was required to resource the majority of LV monitoring devices from GMC-I Prosys. 

 The M1 link box switches and remote circuit breakers equipment were redesigned to include the fitting of 

batteries to assure no voltage drop in the event of a network fault. 

 By connecting radially embedded substations in interconnected networks the project was able to implement 

M1 devices for meshing in already meshed networks. In this arrangement the remote circuit breakers required 

further protection to prevent the passage of reverse power into the HV network in the event of a HV fault. The 

devices were therefore fitted with directional power and fast set protection relays to trigger an ETI. 

6.2 Planning & Testing 

 The project had originally set out to use the DPlan modelling tool to assist in selecting sites for the trial selection. 

Due to the complexity of validating network data and developing the necessary functionality such as meshed 

load allocation it was decided that due to the time constraints on FUN-LV that the tool would be primarily used 

instead to support and validate the trial analysis, however, the tool will be used by the business for similar 

feasibility studies in future projects. 

 The site acceptance testing for the M2 and M3 devices was conducted at the PNDC, during the various tests 

it was determined that considerable development and sensitivity analysis of the protection settings and control 

parameters was required to achieve required functionality in each of the design modes. 

 The intended approach to the trial was to test deployments of the various Methods on selected sample network 

sites before rolling out equipment to all trial sites, this would have allowed for any field modifications to be 

finalised on a small volume of sites rather than numerous updates being implemented across all trial sites. A 

decision was made instead to simultaneously carry out all installations, this approach lead to a variety of 

network environments being tested for a longer period of time and exposing a wider range of necessary field 

modifications. 

6.3 Trial Installations 

 The trial installations of the M2 equipment PEDs were delayed due to manufacturing issues with the cabinet 

supplier. This had impact on reducing the amount of time available for the project trials, however, it was deemed 

to still be sufficient for data analysis as the business case. 

 The M2 installations incurred some delay due to the requirement of more negotiation than anticipated with 

councils especially as sites in LPN spanned across several different boroughs of London. It was in our 

understanding that works were under the permitted development rights, further discussions with Westminster 

City Council confirmed our understanding and in resulted in a Certificate of Lawful Permitted Development 

(CLOPD) being issued to the project. 

 A number of changes were made to the list of sites that were selected for the M2 installations, this was due to 

a number of practical constraints relating to pavements that rendered some sites infeasible, these included: 

presence of unlisted services, coal holes and insufficient pavement space. 

 The ventilation arrangements installed for M3 devices lead to further work at some sites due to interactions 

with the customer environment. At Roberts Street, scheme 3.2r, where previously fan noise had caused 
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disruption to local customers, a silencer was additionally scoped for installation. The final operational decision 

was to switch off this device and not take forward the silencer option due to the significant cost of works. At 

Pall Mall 36, scheme 3.4i, interaction with the customer found a mutually beneficial alteration to the ventilation 

and access to the substation. This resulted in enhancing the ducting to negate the possibility of hot air (exhaust) 

looping back into the substation, extending the customer plant room cold air intake and introducing an improved 

security gate to the building basement for dual-access/emergency egress. 

 Following the installation of PEDs, several field modifications were required to bring the units into a state of 

continuous operation. The matters pertaining to performance, reliability and operability as well as a summary 

of field modifications that followed the installations are detailed in the SDRC 9.6 – Appendix C. 

6.4 Data Analysis & System Integration 

 Due to delays in acquiring LV monitoring solutions as discussed earlier in Section 6.1, the project was not able 

to acquire detailed base case data on feeders prior to the method install period. For the vast majority of sites, 

base case data was available at transformer level from existing network monitoring. Furthermore, it was 

determined that the effect of the innovative solutions could be demonstrated by switching between off 

(representing the base case scenario) and on modes (intervention scenario). 

 Despite the field trials spanning a broad spectrum of network types, due to the additional modifications 

necessary for continuous operation of the equipment, the project did not have one full year of intervention data 

for all sites. This condition was not considered to undermine the demonstration of functionality as the devices 

could be manually programmed to test the full range of modes e.g. transfer capacity as high as the device 

rating.  

 The project had originally planned to use the PI historian to capture data from the trials, during the course of 

the project further tools such as iHost and Qlikview dashboard were developed to aid in the visualisation and 

analysis of data from a variety of sources. 
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7.  Significant variance in expected costs 
 

Table 1 – Financial Breakdown 

Cost Category 
 

Budget Actuals Variance  Project Direction  

Labour  £1,645,346.25 £1,561,910.78 5% £1,645,346.25 

  
       

Equipment  £2,597,802.00 £2,670,776.14 -3% £2,597,802.00 

      
Contractors  £3,145,894.99 £3,217,048.03 -2% £3,145,894.99 

  
       

IT  £78,599.50 £77,680.90 1% £78,599.50 

  
       

IPR Costs         £                       -    

  
       

Travel & Expenses  £137,550.22 £48,818.07 65% £137,550.22 

  
       

Payments to users         £                       -    

         

Contingency  £645,604.29 £626,091.61 3% £645,604.29 

         

Decommissioning         £                       -    

          

Other  £98,400.00 £14,904.53 85% £98,400.00 

      
Total  £8,349,197.25 £8,217,230.06 2% £8,349,197.25 

N.b. The above costs exclude the external funding of £518k which make up the total project cost of £8,867k 
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Labour 

The variance of 5% below the forecast for this category is due an underspend in both the system integration delivery 

and the project management & core delivery team. Less was spent on these items due to a reduction in the resources 

allocated to manage these activities.  

  
Equipment 

The equipment budget is 3% above budget following full installation of the equipment due to additional ventilation 
equipment required at a number of trial substations.  
 
Contractors 

The contractor budget is 2% above budget due to an overspend in contractors supporting workstream 1 and 
workstream 2. In relation to the workstream 1 contractor costs, the additional expenditure is from the additional 
ventilation costs required for M3 installations. In relation to the workstream 2 contractor costs, this was incurred from 

more work expected in system integration such as network data cleansing for the LVA connectivity model, additional 

development of DPlan and other visualisation tools such as Qlikview. 
 
IT 

The budget, costs and “Project Direction” budget previously reported against this line have now been re-allocated to 
“Contractors – WS2 New functionality development and implementation” following approval of the change by Ofgem 
on 25 May 2016.  

Travel and Expenses 

Actual expenses are 65% underspent due to lower than expected requirements for travel and reduction in size of the 
project team later in the project. 

Contingency 

The budget for contingency items is 3% underspent.  Most of the contingency budget was spent sourcing the dual 
terminal PED devices from a different supplier at short notice and also due to M1 costs incurred being higher following 
the supplier change. 

Other 

Event and Dissemination Materials:  The costs are 85% below those originally forecast.  The project was able to share 

a number of costs at LCNI events as well as other dissemination events.  The virtual site tours enabled demonstrations 

of the equipment reducing the number of site visits and subsequent cost savings. 
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8.  Update Business Case and lessons learnt from the method 

8.1 Approach and Technique Issues 

The overall approach and techniques were effective in achieving the aims of the project. The project did encounter 
issues in relation to the methods that were unlikely to have been foreseen and can be considered as valuable lessons 
learned from the first deployment of its kind using power electronic devices on distribution networks. There were a 
number of challenges that may be considered inherent to the fundamental technology of power electronics used at the 
time of the FUN-LV project, these related to the amount of generated heat, switching noise and size of equipment. 
Each of these factors as well as the modifications that were made to remediate the problems these created are 
addressed in the performance, operability and reliability analyses reports; SDRC 9.6 – Appendix B and SDRC 9.6 – 
Appendix C. 

8.2 Future Value 

The future value of the FUN-LV methods is discussed in the SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report. The report concludes that 
capacity is an immediate challenge and the project has shown an ability to release capacity as well as demonstrate 
additional functionality that would support the LV feeder of the future. It is expected that the LV feeder of the future will 
have more DG and clustering of LCTs, leading to increasing voltage/current issues and more complex power flows on 
the LV network. 
 
Observations from the trials and business case highlighted a selection of relative merits for each of the methods: 

 M1 

o Affordable to deploy, decommission and redeploy; 

o Minimal disruption during installation process; and 

o Load balancing is less controllable, which limits the number of suitable sites and requires careful 

network modelling before implementation. 

 M2 

o Controllable load balancing; 

o More expensive than M1 but less expensive than M3; 

o Opportunities for deferring multiple reinforcements simultaneously are limited; 

o More streetworks-related disruption than either M1 or M3; and 

o A second generation dual-terminal PED (TRL level 7+) would be required to alleviate performance 

issues and leave permanently installed on the network. 

 M3 

o 3-port load balancing makes multiple deferral feasible; 

o Positive business case can be made in some cases despite high cost; 

o Occupies space in substation; and 

o A second generation multi-terminal PED (TRL level 7+) would be required to alleviate performance 

issues and leave permanently installed on the network. 

8.3 Business Case Update 

Workstream 4 produced the Cost Benefit Analysis Plan which outlined the approach for the business case including 
content on the structure of the activities and assumptions to be considered in the progressing the assessment made 
in the full submission bid.  
 

This workstream contributed content to SDRC 9.1 – Appendix A, which illustrated a number of case studies for selected 
trial sites and established several considerations for identifying the conventional reinforcement solution. These included 
detailed costs, longevity, security/quality of supply, fault level, space constraints, planning and installation time and 
planning permission/consent. The case studies demonstrated that costs were largely dependent on whether the BAU 
reinforcement solution was determined to be a transformer upgrade (low cost) or a new substation (high cost) and the 
degree of enabling civil works required to facilitate additional capacity. Table 2 from the SDRC 9.1 – Appendix A 
compares these case study estimates with example costs from the full submission bid. The case study at Albert 
Embankment illustrates only a low cost transformer upgrade against the bid estimate which included a new substation 
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and the case study at Shaftesbury Avenue 125 illustrates that only one new substation was required whereas the bid 
estimate included two new substations. 
 

Table 2 - BAU Reinforcement Costs – Case Studies vs. Bid Estimates 

 

 
Following the specific cases produced for SDRC 9.1, the workstream conducted a wider investigation into the valuation 
of all benefits associated with the FUN-LV project. The Valuation of Benefits report (content of which is summarised in 
SDRC 9.6) contains this summary including the identification, classification and recommendations on measuring 
benefits during the trials. Following this assessment a CBA tool was developed to analyse data from the trials and 
summarise the financial benefits of the trials, the results of which are presented in SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report.  
 

The progression of the CBA for the trials highlighted a number of developments to the bid submission business case, 

these are summarised below and detailed in Appendix C –CBA Comparison with Full Bid submission: 

 Reinforcement costs: The bid submission business case makes the assumption that a new substation is 

required when reinforcement is triggered. A new substation incurs significant costs. Of the trial sites chosen, 

the majority only require transformer upgrades at significantly less cost than a new substation. 

 Method costs: All method costs in the trial sites are greater than those estimated in the bid submission. M2 

and M3 sites in particular have incurred significantly greater costs than anticipated. 

 Deferral Benefit: The bid submission defined the net benefit as the cost of reinforcement minus the cost of 

the method. This implies that the reinforcement is forgone by installing the method. In reality the reinforcement 

can only be deferred by an amount of time equal to the lifetime of the method component. The CBA therefore 

defines the net benefit as the reinforcement cost minus the method cost, minus the cost of reinforcing at a later 

date. This deferred reinforcement is less than the current cost of reinforcement due to the assumed positive 

discount rate (3%). 
 

8.4 Future Opportunity 

 
The project discusses the future value of the FUN-LV methods in the SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report as well as a study 
into the replication potential and potential savings for customers across UK Power Networks and Great Britain. This 
report also outlines the respective advantages of each of the methods, expected cost reductions and benefits of 
targeting highly costed conventional reinforcement schemes. Table 3 shows the average method costs during the FUN-
LV trials and Table 4 shows the expected costs in order to replicate the solutions were they deployed as BAU.  
  
  

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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Table 3 – FUN-LV Method Costs (Trial Average) 

Method # Equipment Cost Comms and 
remote monitoring 

Installation and 
Commissioning 

Trial Total 
(average) 

1 £12,500 £2,507 £7,000 £22,007 

2 £42,904 £7,450 £12,000 £62,354 

3 £77,751 £10,850 £20,000 £108,601 

 
The reduction in costs is predominantly related to two factors, the first originates from a supplier view of scaled 
production resulting in a ~30% reduction in equipment costs (equipment learning curve) and the second comes from 
repetition efficiencies in installation trending towards equivalent BAU work (these were derived from compatible unit 
estimates). This results in overall reduction in method costs ranging from 28-32% from those averaged across the 
FUN-LV project trials to those expected in replication. The replication study is discussed further in Section 10. 

 
Table 4 – FUN-LV Method Costs (Replication) 

 

Method # Equipment 
Learning Curve 

Replication 
Equipment cost 

Comms and remote 
monitoring 

Replication Installation 
& Commissioning costs 

Replication 
Total 

1 25% £9,379 £2,507 £3,000 £14,886 

2 31% £29,561 £7,450 £8,000 £45,011 

3 31% £53,529 £10,850 £12,000 £76,379 
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9.  Lessons learnt for future innovation Projects 

 

The FUN-LV project delivered a significant amount of learning that has been documented in the various reports created 

across the project life. The below tables summarise the key learning points that have been generated.  

 

Planning and site selection 

Importance of understanding of network 

arrangements. 

In order to derive appropriate locations for installation of 

the FUN-LV methods an accurate understanding of the 

LV networks is required. Revisiting of the site selection 

process or redesign of the connection arrangements 

must be completed if the network is found to be 

substantially different from expected.  

Importance of understanding of load distribution and 

profiles. 

Accurate loading data means that detailed LV modelling 

can be undertaken and potential benefits maximised.  

Suitable transformer demand data is not available for 

all sites. 

To maximise transformer equalisation benefits, detailed 

loading information is required. FUN-LV used a novel 

technique of approximating transformer loads based on 

substation temperature measurement.  

Cable ratings need to be considered. Transfer profiles may be similar or very different to load 

profiles. The shape of the transfer profile will determine 

whether a lower continuous current cable rating needs to 

be used than would be considered for a load profile.  

Action under fault conditions. For each installation careful consideration is required to 

ensure that the correct action e.g. isolation of 

healthy/unhealthy sections, occurs under fault conditions, 

and customers supplies are able to be restored as quickly 

as possible. 

If large customer’s connection requests are accepted 
through use of PED, there are circumstances where in 
the event of a fault and reverting to normal running 
arrangements, the extra load would be allocated to 
the already overloaded substation. Therefore, 
worsening the overload and risking damage to assets. 

For capacity sharing solutions which are affected by a 

fault it may be appropriate to consider two options:  

1) Offering customers non-firm supply connections where 

they keep a standby or deliver a mobile generator in 

circumstances of extended faults. 

2) Using PED flexibility to redirect load of large customers 

to a distributed generation site in the event of a fault. 

 

Installation, commissioning, logistics and practical considerations 

Site surveys are useful to understand where sites 

have practical issues that will make installation 

difficult. 

The FUN-LV site surveys identified instances where 

access routes, space, ventilation and ground conditions 

precluded cost effective installation. 

A simple yet robust commissioning process is required 

to ensure that the equipment operates correctly and 

valid data is obtained. 

An automated commissioning process for the SOPs 

would reveal possible errors in the installation quickly and 

easily.  

The communication network coverage did not allow 

the data from some sites to be analysed.  

Each installation should include consideration of 

alternative communication methods to ensure that 

comprehensive data sets are reliably available.  

The installations were notifiable under the CDM 

regulations. 

Appointment of a CDM co-ordinator was required in order 

to ensure compliance with the 2007 legislation, which 

was then succeeded through the course of the project by 

CDM 2015 regulations. 
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Installation, commissioning, logistics and practical considerations 

Lengthy engagement with local authorities is required 

for the installation of street furniture. 

3D montages of the proposed street locations for the M2 

installations were drafted and proved useful in ensuring 

effective discussions with local authorities.  

For future installations, the project team should now 
produce a comprehensive checklist for substation/site 
visits, so that all required information is gathered at 
once.   

In the first instance of site surveys it was not known 
exactly what information should be obtained from each 
site.  

In relation to M2 installations for Central London: 

There is a high degree of uncertainty of what is in the 

ground in central LPN, as there are over 200 different 

service companies with possible assets. 

It is highly advised that feasibility of pavement installation 
is given priority (as long as the positioning has relevance 
to network requirements). 

M3 installations in LV only substations were found to 
be much easier than installing a new transformer.  

When planning upgrades at LV only substations there 
should be consideration of the reduced time spent on M3 
installation against that of a new transformer installation. 

Size of M3 devices in their current form means that it 
is difficult to find locations in Central London with 
sufficient space to house the device and heat 
exchanger. 

Future designs could look into using a smaller three 
terminal devices or a two terminal device within 
substations. 

The cables used for M3 devices are heavy and 
potentially put significant strain on the LV board.  

The current solution is to use metal racking and timber 
struts to support cables, however this does not allow 
easy access to the LV board. A more optimal design 
should be implemented under a BAU rollout. 

The costs associated with the project installations will 

be higher than would be the case in business as 

usual. 

The novelty of the installations in the project meant that 

additional time and effort was required. The BAU process 

would be expected to benefit from the project experience. 

Suitable external and internal labelling should be 

included on installations. 

A scheme guide and suitable labelling should be 

available at each location, together with contact details 

for a project team member to insure that operational staff 

are able to continue necessary activities.  

 

 

Design Considerations  

The design of the equipment should consider acoustic 

noise, heating/ventilation/coolant requirements, unit 

size and weight, and necessary protection from the 

environment. 

Future generations of the equipment should incorporate 

learning from the trial equipment to increase its 

robustness. 

Additional on-board memory in the SOPs would allow 

more optimal device performance. 

The amount of memory available in the FUN-LV trial units 

was limited, and placed a restriction on the size of the 

firmware and the algorithms’ capabilities.    

The SOP self-protection systems were potentially over 

cautious. 

Future generations of the equipment could be more 

resilient to network events.   

The certification of the SOP design includes 

requirements for the EMC filter. 

EMC requirements should be considered early in the 

design process, at the functional specification stage.  

The SOP maximum voltage limit setting of 253V may 

be relaxed in some circumstances.  

In some installations voltages above 253V at the SOP 

would be acceptable for short durations, as the supply to 

customers would not be affected.  

Programming the SOPs using a PLC coder was not 

optimal. 

Programming directly using a high level language would 

be more effective, but this was restricted by the limited 

amount of on board memory available. 
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Design Considerations  

The ability to update software and firmware remotely 

would be beneficial. 

Visiting each site to alter software and firmware proved to 

be very time consuming. The ability to remotely update 

the SOPs was added late on in the project.  

The project would have benefitted from a 6-month 

detailed design stage. 

An additional period to research and refine the device 

requirements would have allowed the trial period to be 

longer and provide more data. 

Run the control feedback with relatively low frequency 

(per minute basis), and independently i.e. riding 

through drop outs. 

It was found that the control feedback loop could be 

overly sensitive and therefore consideration to the most 

stable frequency of input data and response is 

necessary. 

 

Analysis & Tools  

In each of the trial sites the power factor was close to 

unity, and it was therefore difficult to effectively 

demonstrate the power factor correction benefits. 

Future trials of this function should be undertaken on 

networks with power factors significantly away from unity.  

Having a simple dashboard to allow easy visualisation 

of operation is important. 

A visualisation dashboard allows quick and easy 

identification of device performance and problems, this 

became necessary in order to simultaneously manage 

multiple installations.  

A sophisticated monitoring system and real time data 

is required to allow SOPs to impact phase imbalance 

and harmonics. 

The nature of phase unbalance and network harmonics is 

such that high frequency 3-phase data is required in 

order for the SOP to affect these quantities. 

Understanding the suitability of the analysis tools. The availability and immaturity of tools that were used as 

part of the project were not fully appreciated at the outset. 

Time was required to understand how the tools can be 

used to interpret the results and validate results. A range 

of developments and enhancements are recommended 

for business as usual adoption.  

Network boundaries are one of the key elements in 
deciding between M1 solutions and M2/3 solutions.   

Detail of these should be included in future tools. 

 

 

Project management  

Agreement of contracts can be time consuming. A suitable allowance for contractual negotiations should 

be included in the project programme.  

Agreement of supply contracts is difficult where the 

technical specification is uncertain. 

Carrying out extensive development work before signing 
supply contracts would help in producing a robust 
contract and technical specification. 

Specifications should be completed and thoroughly 
reviewed before contracts are signed by all parties.  

New requirements were added to the specification of M1 
equipment, thus, increasing the possibility of an increase 
in cost delays in delivery of the equipment. 

Business as usual staff who are contributing to the 
project should have further interaction and 
confirmation on work mid-delivery.  

The nature of innovation projects is quite different to 
existing processes and these ideas need to be clarified 
with business as usual staff who are not as close to the 
everyday of the project. Regular face-to-face meetings, 
extra clarifications and follow-up are useful in ensuring 
timely delivery. 

Excessive time was spent on project reporting 

activities during periods of uncertainty and inactivity 

on projects/workstreams. The level of reporting should 

be proportional to importance/level of risk-benefit 

associated with activity, workstream, or project. 

Consider reducing reporting frequency on workstreams if 

phasing of the project is not ready for particular work to 

commence or a long period of hiatus/relative inactivity is 

expected.  
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Project management  

Project governance should consider appropriateness 

of primary suppliers being included in forums such as 

project partner boards 

 

There may be benefits in early involvement of primary 

suppliers of equipment with other project partners, 

stakeholder engagement should be flexible enough to 

accommodate changing focus depending on phase of 

project. 
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10.  Project Replication 
 

Following its successful demonstration, the FUN-LV project has progressed investigation into the potential for the 
project methods being replicated in other UK Power Networks licence areas and across wider Great Britain. The 
equipment in each of the methods has progressed to a higher TRL and is currently under further development into the 
next generation. Taking into account the lessons learned and advancement of technology, a future user would not 
expect to replicate the project in the same way as demonstrated in FUN-LV, instead a replication activity would build 
on previous collaboration with the power electronics supplier community to attain the most appropriate technologies to 
cater for specific network requirements. 
 
The newly generated intellectual property from the project has been documented under Section 10 Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPR) of each of the six monthly reports which are available on the FUN-LV website. 
 
The project conducted a replication study to investigate the potential for such devices in the future, this was based 
upon the levels of capacity sharing demonstrated in the trials and assumes the commercial development of equipment. 
The study sample used network data from the DNV tool and considered factors including substation loading, 
geographical distance, network boundaries and installation feasibility. The results from the study use the replication 
costs, see Table 4, to calculate the replication potential of sites with positive NPV for each of the methods across LPN 
and in a GB rollout. The replication study assumed that each of the methods is technologically mature for replication 
today, however, before this could occur M2 and M3 would require further development into the next generation. 
 

Table 5 - Number of feasible unique sites 

Method # LPN Rollout 
unique sites with 
positive NPV 

GB Rollout 
unique sites with 
positive NPV 

1  1,029   5,031  

2  64   315  

3  275   1,344  

 
 
In Table 5, the study indicates that M1 has the largest potential for unique sites resulting in a positive NPV, these sites 
are the largest in number due to the comparably low costs against traditional reinforcement and predicted high rate of 
installation feasibility for this solution. Based on the trial installation of M1 circuits breakers alone, 10 sites could we 
deployed and commissioned by one team in a week, therefore to carry out just over 1,000 sites (~5% of LPN) could be 
achieved in 6 months to a year by a group of installation teams.  
 

Table 6 - Headroom released by FUN-LV methods 

Method # Average 
headroom 
released per site 
(kVA) 

LPN Rollout Total 
headroom 
released for sites 
with positive NPV 
(kVA) 

GB Rollout Total 
headroom 
released for sites 
with positive NPV 
(kVA) 

1  126   128,714   629,495  

2  183   11,768   57,553  

3  167   30,640   149,851  

Total  475   171,122   836,899  

 
 
The amount of headroom that could be released by replication deployments are listed in Table 6. The ~130MVA 
estimate for M1 headroom released is assumed over a 30+ year period and ideal load sharing, which depends on the 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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load distribution of circuits. A more detailed study on the effect of the sharing circuits and M1 equipment will be provided 
within the LV strategy document described in Section 11.  
 

Table 7 - Total benefit of method installation for sites with a positive NPV 

Method # LPN Rollout GB Rollout 

1 £3,877,779 £18,964,912 

2 £128,304 £627,490 

3 £5,199,460 £25,428,804 

Total £9,205,543 £45,021,205 

 
 
The net benefit associated with the replication deployments are listed in Table 7. The M3 devices indicate a higher net 
benefit due to the ability to equalise load between 3 substations and therefore potentially concurrently defer 
reinforcement on two substations rather than just one. This double benefit is only actually realised with highly 
complementary load profiles, which requires detailed site specific studies and would still require further development 
into the next generation. The technological and system requirements for replication of the FUN-LV methods and future 
development are continued in Section 10.1 and Section 11. 
 

10.1 Replication Requirements 

The necessary requirements and relevant documentation to replicate the outcomes from the FUN-LV project are 
summarised in the table below. The relevant documents can be accessed by clicking on the title, redirecting to Section 
13 of this document, where further information and hyperlinks are listed. 
 

Replication Requirement Purpose Relevant Documentation 

Physical Components The physical components for the three methods 

consist mainly of PEDs and LV monitoring. All 

physical components can be found referenced in 

the Engineering Operating Standards. The 

installation and operation of all these is 

discussed in SDRC 9.2 and SDRC 9.4, with 

further commentary on the operability and 

reliability in SDRC 9.6. 

EOS 09-0080 

EOS 09-0043 

EOS 09-0042 

SDRC 9.2 – Overview Report 

SDRC 9.4 – Overview Report 

SDRC 9.6 – Appendix B 

SDRC 9.6 – Appendix C 

 

Network Planning The network planning required for power 

electronic devices is largely covered in the 

SDRC 9.1 documentation in reference to site 

selection and guidance on planning 

considerations. Supplementary detail is provided 

in the advanced use cases and further 

observations following the trials are captured in 

the Network Architecture Report and Maximum 

Circuit Transfer Capacity Report. 

SDRC 9.1 – Overview report 

SDRC 9.1 – Appendix A 

SDRC 9.1 – Appendix B 

SDRC 9.1 – Appendix C 

SDRC 9.2 – Appendix F 

Network Architecture Report 

MCTC Report 

Control  The integration and implementation of the 

PowerOn connectivity control software is 

discussed in SDRC 9.3. Control capabilities are 

also achieved through the variety of enhanced 

modes and detailed algorithm development. 

SDRC 9.3 – Overview Report 

SDRC 9.5 – Appendix A 

SOP Algorithm Future Development  
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Replication Requirement Purpose Relevant Documentation 

Communication The setting up of LV monitoring for the iHost 

server is described in the Configuration Guide. 

The Communications Report summarises the 

architecture and recommendations for future 

systems. 

FUN-LV iHost Configuration Guide 

FUN-LV Communications Report 

Modelling The use of the DPlan modelling tool is described 

in the training document whilst how it was used 

to determine the benefits the installation for each 

of the methods are illustrated through case 

studies. 

DPlan2 Training 

FUN-LV DPlan Benefit Case Studies 

Analysis  The visualisation tools that aided analysis have 

been described in the SDRC 9.3 – Appendix B 

Increased Levels of Awareness documentation. 

Analysis from the project is documented in the 

overview of trial analysis in SDRC 9.5 and the 

detailed analysis of non-case study sites. 

SDRC 9.3 – Appendix B 

SDRC 9.5 – Overview Report 

Non-Case Study Site Analysis 

Economic Viability The business case and parameters affecting 

viability of the FUN-LV methods are discussed in 

SDRC 9.6. The effects of flexibility are 

demonstrated in the Option Value Report. 

Additional trial benefits are presented in the 

benefits matrix review. 

SDRC 9.6 – Overview Report 

Option Value Report 

Review of Benefits Matrices 
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11.  Planned implementation 
 
Method 1 

UK Power Networks plans to develop and implement an LV strategy in 2017 to assess the benefits of rolling out the 
M1 technology.  The demand profiles will provide an indication of the headroom available to allow low carbon 
technologies to connect to an existing feeder or distribution substation.  The circuit breakers have “safeON” functionality 
that prevents the re-energisation of a permanent fault, but is able to restore customer supplies if no fault is found.  The 
strategy will recommend the levels of deployment based on the benefits likely to be realised.  For example, a feeder 
with few customers connected using modern cables is not likely to deliver early warnings of overloads nor faster 
restorations of supply whereas in a busy city centre where highly utilised paper insulated cables provide supplies, being 
able to identify and resolve overloads will prevent faster deterioration of the cable. 

The method to communicate with the link box switches requires improvement prior to scaled roll out of such devices.  
In FUN-LV power line carrier was used to collect measured values and allow remote control of the link box switches.  
This allowed only one switch to be interrogated at a time.  Therefore the system requires improvement to develop the 
ability to collect multiple values simultaneously from different locations. 
 
The learning from FUN-LV using the equipment for capacity sharing and from the Smart Urban Low Voltage Networks  
project (use case of reducing CMLs on circuits that have had repeat faults) has been integrated into the circuit breakers 
and link box switches, which has facilitated the continual improvement of the M1 equipment by EA Technology.  Further 
demonstration projects are required to realise the benefits of these improvements from the M1 circuit breakers 
developed by EA Technology. The number of control and measurement cables between the circuit breakers and power 
and data bus (PDB) have been reduced as the PDB is no longer required.  The energy store within the PDB is now 
part of the circuit breaker.  There is now only one neutral cable required to provide a voltage reference for voltage 
measurements.  All control and monitoring communications are now carried out wirelessly. This equipment is already 
being implemented in the UK Power Networks’ Recloser project.  There are clear benefits to this technology, now that 
the installation has been simplified.  The gateway that provides remote control of the circuit breakers automatically 
detects the circuit breakers connected to the distribution board reducing the time taken to commission the equipment.  

Methods 2 and 3 

Before the FUN-LV project a soft open point (SOP) was a topic discussed in academic papers.  During the bid phase 
a functional specification was produced and a number of suppliers offered to design and deliver low voltage SOPs.  
The first generation devices used in the project demonstrated the value of SOPs, but need to be re-engineered to 
reduce the impacts on customers and the network.  For example, acoustic noise complaints were received from 
residents close to the operational devices.  The next generation device will need to be quieter and smaller to ensure 
installations are acceptable and blend into the built environment. The size of the three terminal device needs to be 
reduced and the heat exchanger redesigned before they could be used as business as usual. The trial of the PEDs 
offers a flexible solution to deal with uncertainty in the expected changes in demand due to LCTs, however, it is still 
necessary to continue to operate these methods to determine their performance and maintenance requirements over 
a number of years. As new generations become available the existing equipment could be removed and forensically 
analysed to determine the remaining life expectancy of constituent components. UK Power Networks is exploring the 
possibility of new SOP designs for 11kV and co-ordinating their operation with LV SOPs supervisory systems.  A 
requirement has been identified for a systems approach to designing the rollout of SOPs across a wider network 
including the coordination of the protection, asset guarding and communication systems. These LV SOPs will be 
second generation devices that could accept DC demands from EVs. 

In addition to capacity sharing, the other benefits associated with using SOP devices are expected to improve their 
economic viability on future LV feeders. The ability to manage voltage, phase unbalance will become essential with 
growth in LCT connections and the monetary impact of only implementing traditional strategies needs to be better 
understood through forecasting, network modelling and benefits assessment. 
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System Integration 

Before this technology can be deployed the required IT systems need to become business as usual.  This project has 
highlighted the importance of increased LV visibility, three phase granularity of four wire systems and identification of 
networks with significant unbalance. Therefore a comprehensive three phase LV connectivity model in PowerOn used 
to monitor and control the CBs needs to created. Network data will be used in models such as DPlan to allow distribution 
planners to accurately assess load flows and resolve complex constraints. A data historian that can efficiently store the 
load profile data needs to be developed as continuing to store discrete points each half hour creates vast amounts of 
similar values. The implementation of the M1 technology has shown benefits can be realised, although will continue at 
low levels until the IT control systems improve the resilience and scalability. 
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12.  Learning dissemination 
 

The project delivered learning through a variety of sharing mechanisms to both other DNOs and other external 

stakeholders, this section outlines the methods in which this was undertaken and reports on feedback from other DNOs. 

The project did not undertake a full written consultation with other DNOs and has instead outlined activities below 

where feedback was obtained through alternative means. 

 
Table 8 – FUN-LV project learning dissemination activities 

Learning dissemination activity  Total quantity  Comments 

Project learning and dissemination events 1 Power electronics in distribution networks 
dissemination event held in London. See Section 
12.3 below. 

Virtual Tours of the FUN-LV sites 24 tours Virtual Reality 360° tours were captured for the 

M2 and 3 sites using the services of Smart 

Photography.  
 

These tours enabled visitors to conveniently 

explore the equipment in each of the locations 

without being exposed to risks associated with 

confined spaces. 

FUN-LV presentations at industry events 8 Industry events. 

Press releases 3 These releases were posted on the UK Power 

Networks website. 

Technical meetings and design reviews 20 This included technical SOP meetings and design 

reviews. 

External project and partner meetings 20 These meetings enabled project learning to be 

discussed amongst project partners and other 

external stakeholders.  

Operational road shows & Team Briefs 9 These road shows and team briefs demonstrated 

the capabilities and field operation of the devices 

to UK Power Networks staff 

Total  85  

 

12.1 Dissemination Events 

In this section lists a subset of activities on learning dissemination that are listed in SDRC 9.6 Appendix A – 
Dissemination of Learning document. 
 
The project has presented at a number of industry learning dissemination events including the following: 

 LCNF/LCNI Conferences 2014, 2015 and 2016 (http://www.lcniconference.org/); 
2014 – Introduction to prototype factory testing of devices, site selection and design; 
2015 – Demonstration of operability software, site testing, installations and initial results; 
2016 – Complete trial analysis, lessons learned from the trials and benefits; 

 HubNet 2014, 2015 and 2016 – Presented project highlights (http://www.hubnet.org.uk/); 

 European Utilities Week 2015 – Power Electronics delivering Flexible Urban Low Voltage Distribution 
Networks (http://www.european-utility-week.com/); 

 Utility Week Live 2016 – Overview of project, trial results, software and benefits. 
(http://www.utilityweeklive.co.uk/); and  

 Power electronics in distribution networks dissemination event held in London on 30 November 2016  
(http://www.hubnet.org.uk/events/power_electronics_distribution). 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/Project-Documents/Flexible+Urban+Networks+-+Low+Voltage+Cost+Benefit+Analysis+%28SDRC+9.6%29+December+2016.pdf
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/Project-Documents/Flexible+Urban+Networks+-+Low+Voltage+Cost+Benefit+Analysis+%28SDRC+9.6%29+December+2016.pdf
http://www.lcniconference.org/
http://www.hubnet.org.uk/
http://www.utilityweeklive.co.uk/
http://www.hubnet.org.uk/events/power_electronics_distribution
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The project has shared knowledge to external stakeholders through the following activities: 

 UK Power Networks Press Releases on 7 September, 18 and 24 November 2016; 
(http://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/news-and-press/); 

 Discussions with BIHAR State Power, an Indian State utility on project trial deployments on 27 October 2016; 

 Discussions with CESC, a distribution utility of India, operating in the city of Kolkata on project trial 
deployments; 

 Learning workshops with Imperial College, Ricardo Energy & Environment and DNOs regarding future Low 
Carbon Networks projects including Western Power Distribution Equilibrium on 20 January 2016; 

 Thermal measurements and load estimation technology developed for FUN-LV site selection incorporated in 
ENW 2015 Proposal for the Celsius project; 

 FUN-LV, UK Power Networks and Ricardo Energy & Environment, shared knowledge on power electronics 
technologies with Western Power Distribution that was then incorporated into their 2016 NIC proposal for the 
Proteus project; 

 Technical discussions with Electricity North West on LV monitoring with the Smart Street project; 

 Findings presented at the Nottingham Power Electronics Centre and National Microelectronics Institute on 2 
July 2016; 

 Discussions with international DNOs regarding M1 technology including China Light and Power, and Hong 
Kong Electric; 

 CGI demonstrated the SOP modelling using DPlan software at the LCNI;  

 Video interview on project during the 2015 European Utility Awards Event; and 

 CGI featured FUN-LV in its briefing given to the market research company IDC: 

o IDC MarketScape: Services Providers for EMEA Utilities 2016 Vendor Assessment; 
o IDC MarketScape: WW Digital Transformation Services Providers for Utilities 2016 Vendor 

Assessment; and 
o IDC MarketScape: EMEA Services Firms for Utilities IT and OT Integration 2016 Vendor Assessment. 

 

The project has continued to publish learning materials throughout each phase, from design to delivery. Links to these 

published materials are listed below.  

 CIRED papers: (“Selecting Sites for FUN-LV Field Trials”);  

 LCNF and LCNI conference presentations (http://www.smarternetworks.org/); and 

 All SDRCs and publicly available appendices have been made publically available for sharing with wider 
stakeholders across the power industry and can be downloaded from the UK Power Networks innovation 
website:  

o SDRC 9.1: Successful completion of design and planning for PEDs; 
o SDRC 9.2: Successful and safe installation, commissioning and operation of LV switches and circuit 

breakers on LV networks; 
o SDRC 9.3: Integration of IT systems to facilitate the planning and operation of LV networks; 
o SDRC 9.4: Successful and safe installation, commissioning and operation of PEDs in London and 

Brighton; 
o SDRC 9.5: Successful demonstrations of enhanced modes of operation of PEDs; and 
o SDRC 9.6: Full evaluation of the benefits realised by PEDs on the LV network. 

 

The project has been invited to submit two full papers from abstracts titled "Field Trial Results of Power Electronics in 

LV Distribution Networks” and "A control algorithm for SOP in Low Voltage distribution networks" to CIRED 2017 being 

held in Glasgow in June 2017. http://www.cired-2017.org/ 

 

12.2 Consultation with other DNOs 

In line with best practice amongst the DNO community, this document has undertaken peer review with Western Power 

Distribution, specifically by innovation leads from the Equilibrium project. The Equilibrium project employs Power 

Electronics to manage power flows and control voltages on the 33kV network, the project representatives were 

therefore well placed to provide an evaluation of the FUN-LV project and learning discussed here. A letter is provided 

http://www.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/internet/en/news-and-press/
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi95KGg4dPQAhWCL8AKHa2EB6YQFggdMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcired.net%2Fpublications%2Fcired2015%2Fpapers%2FCIRED2015_0981_final.pdf&usg=AFQjCNEC9egP4nQbfwfmW9vX5TMdfhZxDQ&sig2=0trZ52RTXBg_k0LSrQayLQ
http://www.smarternetworks.org/Project.aspx?ProjectID=1987#downloads
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://www.cired-2017.org/
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as evidence of this review, see Appendix A – Letter of DNO Peer Review, a summary of the significant points are listed 

below: 

 This report was clear and understandable with sufficient information on learning and recommendations to 

assess the current suitability of the technology for a business as usual roll out; 

 The results of meshing of electricity distribution networks in the M1 trials in FUN-LV align with experiences 

from Western Power Distribution innovation projects. These include how the benefits of network meshing have 

considerable dependency on the network architecture and load distribution along the feeders; and 

 The majority of conclusions from the FUN-LV project support the design approach chosen for the control 

system of the 33kV back-to-back converter which will be installed in Western Power Distribution’s network as 

part of the Network Equilibrium project. 

 

During industry events, the project received requests for further information from attendees, this interaction was 

typically instigated through a dialogue of interest following presentations that the project had delivered at events 

mentioned in section 12.1.  

12.3 Dissemination Feedback 

Feedback on the project and power electronics was received following the Power Electronics in Distribution Networks 
event held at the IET Savoy Place on the 30 November 2016.  
 

Through the various forms of exchange the event generated feedback points from stakeholders, a summary of the 

salient points raised are listed below: 

 Power electronics in distribution networks are still in the early stages and a considerable amount of research 

and collaboration is still required; 

 A variety of network types and challenges indicates there is not a one-size-fits-all solution; 

 There is a role for both bespoke and off the shelf components (e.g. motor drive inverters) in addressing future 

network challenges; 

 The importance of a focused, coherent systems approach to planning for the future power network, dominated 

by converters and power electronics;  

 The coordination of power electronics control systems and protection with power network systems should be 

further investigated including autonomous behaviour under normal running and fault conditions; 

 The necessity for ongoing equipment supplier, academia, customers and DNO collaboration to develop the 

most pertinent technology and solutions; 

 The importance of the development of a clear, simple business case on tangible benefits;  

 The advantages and disadvantages of centralised versus decentralised communication and control; 

 The advancement of technologies such as silicon carbide, gallium nitride and other novel semi-conductor 

devices require development integration with purposes in this industry; 

 The long term reliability and maintenance requirements of power electronics and life time of components needs 

to be better understood; 

 Operational issues with heat loss, quality of distributed communications service and audible noise should be 

rectified in specification for the next generation of the equipment; 

 The transition to power electronics will necessitate a requirement for education, skills and training for future 

rollouts of such technologies; and 

 The production of forward looking standards that benchmark tech development against demonstration in other 

sectors including automotive and other transport industries. 

 

Further responses were obtained subsequent to the event through a feedback survey, the results of which are 

presented in Appendix D – Dissemination Event Feedback, with some quotes highlighted in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3 - Delegate quotes from learning dissemination event survey 

 

12.4 Transform model 

The project engaged with EA technology to ensure that the learning from the FUN-LV methods would be made available 
to all other DNOs in Great Britain in the Transform Model. This information was relevant to the potential use of the 
FUN-LV approach to alleviate the effects of LCT update and included detail on typical headroom release, costs, life 
expectancy, disruption and flexibility. 
 
At the time of writing this report the ENA and EA Technology are preparing the next round of governance for the 
Transform Model and therefore an updated version with the FUN-LV learning will be released following this 
development. 
  

 “Power electronics have a potential role in distribution networks, we are at the beginning of this journey 

and silicon carbide or hybrids might make this happen as BAU” 

“Prospective research topics in power electronics as relevant to manufacturers and DNO” 

“The need for a coherent business case behind the use of power electronics in networks” 

“Need to consider noise if we are installing these devices” 

“More work needs to be done to bring the power electronic and power networks sectors together” 
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13.  Key Project Learning documents 
 

Below are the key project learning documents that can be accessed via web-links or supplied upon request. 

 

Doc 
No. 

Document Title Publication 
Date 

Document Description Link to 
Document 

D01 Six monthly report – Jun 
2014 

30/06/2014 Project Progress Report: January – June 2014 link 

D02 Six monthly report – Dec 
2014 

31/12/2014 Project Progress Report: July – December 2014 link 

D03 Six monthly report – Jun 
2015 

30/06/2015 Project Progress Report: January – June 2015 link 

D04 Six monthly report – Dec 
2015 

31/12/2015 Project Progress Report: July – December 2015 link 

D05 Six monthly report – Jun 
2016 

30/06/2016 Project Progress Report: January – June 2016 link 

D06 Six monthly report – Dec 
2016 

31/12/2016 Project Progress Report: July – December 2016 link 

D07 SDRC 9.1 – Overview 
report 

31/12/2014 Successful completion of design and planning 
for PEDs 

link 

D08 SDRC 9.1 – Appendix A 31/12/2014 Guidance Document on traditional planning 
considerations for PEDs 

link 

D09 SDRC 9.1 – Appendix B  31/12/2014 Site Selection Criteria and Approach link 

D10 SDRC 9.1 – Appendix C 31/12/2014 DPlan: Support for site selection link 

D11 SDRC 9.2 – Overview 
Report 

30/06/2015 Successful and safe installation, commissioning 
and operation of LV switches  

link 

D12 SDRC 9.2 – Appendix F 30/06/2015 Advanced Use Cases link 

D13 SDRC 9.3 – Overview 
Report 

30/11/2015 Integration of IT systems to facilitate the 
planning and operation of LV networks 

link 

D14 SDRC 9.3 – Appendix B 30/11/2015 Increased Level of Network Awareness link 

D15 SDRC 9.4 – Overview 
Report 

30/09/2015 Successful and safe installation, commissioning 
and operation of PEDs in London and Brighton 

link 

D16 SDRC 9.4 – Appendix G 30/09/2015 Autonomous Power Transfer Report link 

D17 SDRC 9.5 – Overview 
Report 

31/07/2016 Successful demonstrations of enhanced modes 
of operation of PEDs 

link 

D18 SDRC 9.5 – Appendix A 31/07/2016 Enhanced Modes of Operation link 

D19 SDRC 9.5 – Appendix B 31/07/2016 FUN-LV Benefits Case Studies – Examples and 
Overview 

link 

D20 SDRC 9.5 – Appendix C 31/07/2016 Power Electronics: Fault Current and Voltage 
Control 

link 

D21 SDRC 9.6 – Overview 
Report 

31/12/2016 Full evaluation of the benefits realised by PEDs 
on the LV network 

link 

D22 SDRC 9.6 – Appendix A 31/12/2016 Dissemination of learning link 

D23 SDRC 9.6 – Appendix B 31/12/2016 Analysis of M1 performance and reliability data link 

D24 SDRC 9.6 – Appendix C 31/12/2016 Analysis of SOP (M2 & 3) performance and 
reliability data 

link 

D25 Cost Benefit Analysis Plan  - Approach for FUN-LV Cost Benefit Analysis Available upon 
request 

D26 Valuation of Benefits - Method effect & benefit identification, 
classification and measurement 

Available upon 
request 

D27 EOS 09-0080 - Engineering Operating Standard – LV Remote 
Control Equipment 

Available upon 
request 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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Doc 
No. 

Document Title Publication 
Date 

Document Description Link to 
Document 

D28 EOS 09-0043  - Engineering Operating Standard – FUN-LV 
Dual-terminal PED 

Available upon 
request 

D29 EOS 09-0042 - Engineering Operating Standard – FUN-LV 
Multi-terminal PED 

Available upon 
request 

D30 Network Architecture 
Report 

- Impact of network architecture on method 
effectiveness 

Available upon 
request 

D31 Review of Benefits 
Matrices 

- Review of Benefits Matrices originally produced 

for site selection 

Available upon 
request 

D32 Option Value Report - Approach and case studies for calculating the 

option value of flexible technologies 

Available upon 
request 

D33 FUN-LV DPlan Benefit 
Case Studies 

- DPlan modelling results and benefits from trial 

case studies 

Available upon 
request 

D34 Non-Case Study Site 
Analysis 

- Non-case study site analysis from project trials Available upon 
request 

D35 MCTC Report - Maximising Circuit Transfer Capacity Available upon 
request 

D36 FUN-LV Communications 
Report 

- Data analysis report for the UK Power Networks 

FUN-LV Project 

Available upon 
request 

D37 SOP Algorithm Future 
Development   

- Recommendations for development of version 3 

of the SOP algorithm 

Available upon 
request 

D38 FUN-LV iHost 
Configuration Guide 

- Instructions for correctly setting up RTUs and 

Virtual RTUs on the FUN-LV iHost 

Available upon 
request 

D39 DPlan2 Training 
Programme 

- Modelling Training Programme Available upon 
request 
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14.  Contact Details 
 

Details of the project’s learnings can be obtained from on the FUN-LV project website. 

 

For further details on the project’s learnings, please contact: 

 
Thazi Edwards and Peter Lang 
innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk 
Future Networks  
UK Power Networks  
237 Southwark Bridge Road  
London  
SE1 6NP 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/Six+monthly+project+progress+report+-+December+2016.pdf
mailto:innovation@ukpowernetworks.co.uk
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15.  Appendices 
 

 

Appendix A – Peer Review Supporting Letter 
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Appendix B – Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 
 

 

 

SDRC Description of SDRC Deadline Result & Evidences 

9.1 Successful 
completion of 
design and 
planning for 
PEDs  

 

 Published guidance document on 
planning considerations for 
selecting, designing and installing 
PEDs using the traditional 
planning systems and 
approaches currently used by UK 
Power Networks;  

 Identification of key learning and 
planning considerations 
necessary to demonstrate the 
benefits of PEDs and shared 
through the project website; and 

 A list of identified substations, 
selection criteria and expected 
benefits. 

31 
December 
2014 

Completed Early by one week 

 SDRC 9.1 Appendix A “Traditional 
Planning Considerations for PEDs” on 
UK Power Networks current planning 
approach was submitted along with 
SDRC 9.1 report (SDRC 9.1 Appendix 
A, pp. 1-49) 

 Key learning and planning 
considerations were documented in 
SDRC 9.1 report (SDRC 9.1, pp. 8-
16) 

 Identified substations were listed in 
SDRC 9.1 report (SDRC 9.1, pp. 17-
20) 

 Substation selection criteria and 
expected benefits were documented 
in SDRC 9.1 Appendix B “Selection 
Criteria and Approach” (SDRC 9.1 
Appendix B, pp. 1-31) 

 SDRC 9.1 Appendix C “DPlan support 
for site selection” documented the 
network modelling studies conducted 
for site selection (SDRC 9.1 Appendix 
C, pp. 1-13) 

 SDRC 9.1 report “Successful 
completion of design and planning for 
PED” and its Appendices A – C were 
submitted to Ofgem on 22 December 
2014. They are published on UK 
Power Networks FUN-LV website 
(PPR Jun 2015, p. 31) 
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SDRC Description of SDRC Deadline Result & Evidences 

9.2 Successful and 
safe installation, 
commissioning 
and operation of 
LV switches and 
circuit breakers 
on LV networks 

 

 LV switches and circuit breaker 
device approvals for application 
on UK Power Networks’ LV 
networks; 

 Published guidance document on 
the safe and appropriate 
installation of LV switches and 
circuit breaker devices; 

 LV switches and circuit breakers 
electrically connected to LV 
networks; 

 Automated reconfiguration of 
radial networks is demonstrated; 

 Remote and automated switching 
between interconnected 
substations is demonstrated; and 

 Demonstration of other available 
modes of operation, where 
relevant. 

30 June 
2015 

Completed on time 

 SDRC 9.2 report “Successful and safe 
installation, commissioning and 
operation of LV switches and circuit 
breakers on LV networks” and its 
associated six appendices fulfilled all 
the SDRC 9.2 criteria. Evidences of 
this can be found in Figure 1 of SDRC 
9.2 report (SDRC 9.2, p. 6) 

 SDRC 9.2 report and its six 
appendices were submitted to Ofgem 
on 30 June 2015 (PPR Dec 2015, p. 
29) 

 SDRC 9.2 and the three non-
confidential Appendices A – 
Engineering Operating Standard 
(EOS) 09-0080 LV Remote Control 
Equipment, E – FUN-LV CB 
Operations Instruction Card and F – 
Advanced Use Cases are published 
on UK Power Networks FUN-LV 
website 

9.3 Integration of IT 
systems to 
facilitate the 
planning and 
operation of LV 
networks 

 

 A description of  FUN-LV’s IT 
architecture including the 
interfaces between control 
systems, geospatial databases 
and planning and visualisation 
tools that enable planning and 
operation of a flexible LV 
network; 

 A report describing how 
increased levels of awareness 
have improved planning 
processes and network 
operations; 

 Models of PEDs to allow benefits 
to be determined; 

 Data transfer between the PEDs 
and the data historian; and 

 Data transfer between UK Power 
Networks systems and DPlan to 
build network models. 

30 
November 
2015 

Completed on time 

 SDRC 9.3 report “Integration of IT 
systems to facilitate the planning and 
operation of LV networks” and its 
associated two appendices fulfilled all 
the SDRC 9.3 criteria. Evidences of 
this can be found in Table 1 of SDRC 
9.3 report (SDRC 9.3, p. 6) 

 SDRC 9.3 report and its two 
appendices were submitted to Ofgem 
on 30 November 2015 (PPR Dec 
2015, p. 29) 

 SDRC 9.3 and the one non-
confidential Appendix B – Increased 
Network Awareness are published on 
UK Power Networks FUN-LV website 
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SDRC Description of SDRC Deadline Result & Evidences 

9.4 Successful and 
safe installation, 
commissioning 
and operation of 
PEDs 

 

 Dual and multi-terminal PED 
approvals for application on UK 
Power Networks’ LV network; 

 Guidance document on the safe 
and appropriate installation of 
dual and multi-terminal PEDs on 
the LV network, which will be 
shared as learning; 

 Dual and multi-terminal PED 
installed on a test network to 
demonstrate functionality in a 
controlled environment; 

 Dual and multi-terminal PED 
electrically connected to the LV 
network; 

 Autonomous power transfer 
between connected substations 
is demonstrated; 

 PED performance and reliability 
data; 

 Distribution network monitoring 
data; and 

 Additional LV monitoring data 
installed for the purpose of the 
trials. 

Original 
30 June 
2015 
 
Revised 
30 
September 
2015 

Completed on Time as per approved 
Change Request 

 Due to supplier issues for the housing 
of the power electronic devices and 
LV monitoring equipment, the project 
submitted a change request to extend 
SDRC 9.4 deadline by three months. 
This change request was approved by 
Ofgem (Approved Change Request, 
p. 4) 

 SDRC 9.4 was successfully achieved 
including the submission of the formal 
report and eight associated 
appendices 

 SDRC 9.4 report “Successful and safe 
installation, commissioning and 
operation of PEDs in London and 
Brighton” and its associated eight 
appendices fulfilled all the SDRC 9.4 
criteria. Evidences of this can be 
found in Figure 1 of SDRC 9.4 report 
(SDRC 9.4, p. 7) 

 SDRC 9.4 report and its eight 
appendices were submitted to Ofgem 
on 30 September 2015 in line with the 
new timelines agreed (PPR Jun 2016, 
p. 29) 

 SDRC 9.4 and the four non-
confidential Appendices A – EOS 09-
0043 FUN-LV Dual-terminal PED, B – 
EOS 09-0042 FUN-LV Multi-terminal 
PED, E – Testing of Soft Open Point 
PED and G – Autonomous Power 
Transfer report are published on UK 
Power Networks FUN-LV website 

9.5 Successful 
demonstrations 
of enhanced 
modes of 
operation of 
PEDs 

 

 Documentation of various 
enhanced modes of operation of 
PEDs; with comparisons of early 
modes of operation with those 
proposed by Imperial 
Consultants; 

 Provision of the required inputs 
for the Cost Benefit Analysis to 
the WS4 contractor; 

 Provision of demand profiles and 
other measured analogues to the 
WS4 contractor; and 

 A report detailing how power 
electronics actively manages fault 
current, delivers voltage control 
and indications of device losses 
under operational conditions. 

31 July 
2016 

Completed on Time 

 SDRC 9.5 report “Successful 
demonstrations of enhanced modes 
of operation of PEDs” and its 
associated three appendices fulfilled 
all the SDRC 9.5 criteria. Evidences 
of this can be found in Table 1 of 
SDRC 9.5 report (SDRC 9.5, p. 6) 

 SDRC 9.5 report and its three 
appendices were submitted to Ofgem 
on 29 July 2016 (PPR Dec 2016, p. 
23) 

 SDRC 9.3 and the all three 
appendices are published on UK 
Power Networks FUN-LV website 
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SDRC Description of SDRC Deadline Result & Evidences 

9.6 Full evaluation 
of the benefits 
realised by 
PEDs on the LV 
network 

 

 Completion of Dissemination of 
learning for the operation of 
PEDs on LV network 
architectures and for network 
performance; 

 Completion of Cost Benefit 
Analysis fully quantifying the 
benefits for various scenarios and 
types of customer (case studies).  
The case studies will be based 
on site specific examples and 
operational data available during 
the trials.  The business as usual 
approach will be compared with 
the FUN-LV methods; 

 Report including cost of 
installation and operation of 
PEDs on the network; 

 Demonstration of the benefits 
realised (financial and non-
financial) and the capacity 
released. Multiple benefits will be 
evaluated for each case study; a 
primary benefit (i.e. the driver for 
the method deployment) and 
secondary benefits;   

 Assessment of the Cost Benefit 
Analysis; and 

 Analysis of PED performance 
and reliability data.  

31 
December 
2016 

Completed Early by two weeks 

 SDRC 9.6 report “Cost Benefit 
Analysis” and its associated four 
appendices fulfilled all the SDRC 9.6 
criteria. Evidences of this can be 
found in Table 1 of SDRC 9.6 report 
(SDRC 9.6, p. 4) 

 SDRC 9.6 report and its four 
appendices were submitted to Ofgem 
on 16 December 2016 (PPR Dec 
2016, p. 24) 

 SDRC 9.6 and the all four appendices 
are published on UK Power Networks 
FUN-LV website 
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Appendix C –CBA Comparison with Full Bid submission 

 Method 1 

Base case costs in bid submission are based on a range of costs to install a new substation in the location of the case 

study using minimum land values and include RIIO ED1 efficiency savings.  

 

 Bid Submission CBA 

Base Case 

Bid Submission CBA 

M1 

Trial CBA 

Base Case and M1 

Definition of 

Problem 

Excess utilisation of transformer and LV circuits 

Solution Install additional 500kVA 

substation and reconfigure 

LV network 

Run network in remotely 

controlled, simple 

interconnected mode. Install LV 

circuit breakers and switches 

As Base Case and M1 

solution columns (left) 

Works 

Undertaken 

Negotiate suitable site and 

install additional 500kVA 

substation. 

Install switches in replacement 

link box, LV circuit breakers at 

LV distribution boards and a 

Remote Telemetry Unit (RTU) 

As Base Case and M1 works 

undertaken columns (left) 

Time to deliver  Negotiate suitable site: 18+ 

months 

Time to install LV circuit 

breakers and switches: 1 month 

As Base Case and M1 time 

to deliver columns (left) 

Capacity 

released 

500kVA of which 200kVA is 

immediately useable 

Between 150-350 kVA 

(dependant on network 

topology, disposition of loads, 

transformer sizes, etc.) 

Limited by capacity of device: 

200kVA 

Costs Total 

range for 

500kVA 

substation 

£89.6 - £161.0k Equipment 

(switches, 

circuit 

breakers, 

RTUs, 

comms hub 

and link 

box 

replacement) 

Install & 

commission 

Total 

£28.3k 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£5k 

 

£33.3k 

Mean trial scheme 

(M1) capital cost: £22.0k 

 

Mean conventional 

reinforcement (base case) 

cost: £36.5k 

Counted 

Benefit 

 Indefinite deferral of substation 

installation 

Deferral of substation 

reinforcement. Maximum 

deferral benefit equal to the 

component lifetime: £21.5k 

assuming 20 year lifetime 

Net Benefit  £56k - £128k £21.5k - £22k = -£0.5k 
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Method 2 

Business case – uprating existing 800 kVA unit substations to 1000 kVA in situ can be operationally difficult and the 

base case solution is for the DNO to install a second substation. Base case costs in bid submission are based on a 

range of costs to install a new substation in the location of the case study using minimum land values and include RIIO 

ED1 efficiency savings. Reinforcement cost estimated by: 

 

 Bid Submission CBA 

Base Case 

Bid Submission CBA 

M2 

Trial CBA 

Base Case and M2 

Definition of 

Problem 

Secondary substation (800 kVA) is exceeding its capacity rating, with utilisation levels briefly 

peaking at as high as 145% in winter 

Solution Network reinforcement – 

involving disruptive civil 

works in urban areas 

Opportunity identified using 

informational tools to use spare 

capacity/different load profile at 

neighbouring substation through 

dual-terminal power electronics 

solution 

As Base Case and M1 

solution columns (left) 

Works 

Undertaken 

Install second distribution 
substation at, or near to, 
location of original 
transformer 

Install dual-terminal PED (either as 

piece of street furniture or in 

existing substation space). No large 

scale excavations, carriageway 

works, road closures or HV cabling 

As Base Case and M1 

works undertaken columns 

(left) 

Time to deliver  18+ months 

Potentially issues with finding 

a suitable site location, land 

negotiations, planning 

permission, construction, HV 

cabling, street works 

1 month As Base Case and M1 time 

to deliver columns (left) 

Capacity 

released 

500kVA (62.5% increase) Up to 240 kVA (30% increase) Limited by capacity of 

device: 240kVA 

Costs Additional 

substation 

(500 kVA) 

£74k - £125k Power 

electronics 

SOP 

Installation, 

Configuration, 

IT 

Total 

£40k 

 

 

£10k 

 

 

£50k 

Mean trial scheme 

(M2) capital cost: £62.4k 

 

Mean conventional 

reinforcement (base case) 

cost: £51.4k 

Counted 

Benefit 

 Indefinite deferral of substation 

installation 

Deferral of substation 

reinforcement. Maximum 

deferral benefit equal to the 

component lifetime: £30.2k 

assuming 30 year lifetime 

Net Benefit  £24k - £75k £30.2k - £62.4k = -£32.2k 
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Method 3 

Business case – base case costs in bid submission are based on cost to install a new underground substation and for 

a second reinforcement substation, including uprating a second transformer and improvement to ventilation, using 

minimum land values and include RIIO ED1 efficiency savings.  

 

 Bid Submission CBA 

Base Case 

Bid Submission CBA 

M3 

Trial CBA 

Base Case and M3 

Definition of 

Problem 

Secondary substation is exceeding its capacity rating, with utilisation levels as high as 90% in winter 

and temperatures over 50oC in Summer. More than one substation overloaded and network needs 

reinforcing for support under HV fault conditions 

Solution Network reinforcement for two 

substations and cable laying – 

involving disruptive civil works 

in urban areas 

Opportunity identified using 

informational tools to use spare 

capacity/different load profile at 

neighbouring substation through 

dual-terminal power electronics 

solution 

As Base Case and M1 

solution columns (left) 

Works 

Undertaken 

Install two distribution 
substations each at, or near to, 
the locations of the original 
transformers 

Install multi-terminal PED (in existing 

indoor substation space). No large 

scale excavations, carriageway 

works, road closures or HV cabling 

As Base Case and M1 

works undertaken columns 

(left) 

Time to deliver  24 months 

Potentially issues with finding a 

suitable site location, land 

negotiations, planning 

permission, construction, HV 

cabling, street works 

3 months As Base Case and M1 time 

to deliver columns (left) 

Capacity 

released 

2 x 800 kVA (100% increase for 

each of the two substations) 

Up to 400 kVA Limited by capacity of 

device: 400 kVA 

Costs Install second 

substation and 

uprate one 

transformer 

Redesign HV 

network, lay and 

cross joint HV 

cables to 

improve support 

Total 

£155 - 

£180k 

 

 

£40k 

 

 

 

£195-

£220k 

Multi-terminal power 

electronics SOP 

 

Installation, 

configuration, IT 

 

70m of LV cable 

 

Total 

£94k 

 

 

£20k 

 

 

£10k 

 

£124k 

Mean trial scheme 

(M3) capital cost: £108.6k. 

 

Mean conventional 

reinforcement (base case) 

cost: £91.8k. 

Counted 

Benefit 

 Indefinite deferral of substation 

installation 

Deferral of two substation 

reinforcements. Maximum 

deferral equal to the 

component lifetime: £108k 

assuming 30 year lifetime 

Net Benefit  £24k - £75k £108k-£108.6k = -£0.6k 
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Appendix D – Dissemination Event Feedback 
 

The following section illustrates the responses to a survey conducted by delegates that attended the Power Electronics 

in Distribution Networks event held at the IET Savoy Place on the 30 November 2016. 

 

Delegate comments from the event: 

• “I took home that it was a brilliant opportunity for power electronics to read into the future industry” 

• “There needs to be more of these type of events” 

• “Better understanding on the PEDs in distribution network” 

 

Question 2: On a scale of 1 (Excellent) to 5 (Poor): 

 

 
Question 10: Did you gain an understanding of the projects which have trialled power electronic in 

distribution networks and the learning form these projects from this event? 
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Question 5: In your opinion, what are the biggest barriers which limit the integration of power electronics in 

the distribution network? Please rank order where 1 is the biggest barrier and 8 is the smallest barrier. 

 

 
 
Question 7: In your opinion, what is the most important role of power electronics in the distribution network? 

Please rank order where 1 is the most important and 5 is the least important. 
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Question 9: When do you envisage a significant deployment of power electronics in distribution networks? 

 


